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PRESS RELEASE  
 

 

Harley-Davidson® Screamin’ Eagle® V-Rod® Destroyer™ National Series – Round 4:  
The Eagle Motorplex in Ashcroft, British Columbia 

 
Big Weekend for V-Rod® Destroyers 

 
CONCORD, Ontario (July 22, 2013) – This was a busy weekend for the Harley-Davidson® Screamin’ Eagle® 
V-Rod® Destroyer™ racers, with big events bracketing both sides of the country. 
 
In the National Series, returning champion Nick Allen continued to hold the lead, with another hard fought win. 
Allen took on all competitors at the Hi Desert Nitro Nationals in Ashcroft, British Columbia, coming out on top 
with consistent runs all weekend. 
 
Saskatoon’s Nick Allen took top spot early on during Saturday’s qualifying sessions with a good run, earning the 
veteran champion a bye for Sunday’s final. Allen’s ET of 9.444 seconds and top speed of 141.91 mph bested 
Edge Harley-Davidson® rider Kelly McCuaig, who was second fastest with an ET of 9.595 seconds and a top 
speed of 138.41 mph. Beatriz Rabb had some good runs to earn her licence, but unfortunately was unable to 
race on Sunday due to mechanical issues. 
 
In the first round of eliminations, Redline Racing’s Nick Allen got a bye and still managed to run an ET of 9.471 
seconds while posting the best top speed of the day: 140.44 mph. Edge Harley-Davidson® rider Dan Ramage, 
who has been one of the most consistent competitors, beat out Kelly McCuaig. Rick Adams had a lonely tour up 
the track when Beatriz Rabb was unable to make the show. 
 
Adams got the bye in round two, leaving Edge Harley-Davidson® teammate Ramage to face off against Nick 
Allen. Allen got a great jump, quickly powering his Destroyer™ motorcycle past Ramage and winning the battle 
with an ET of 9.543 seconds and a top speed of 138.93 mph, setting the stage for a close final. 
 
With the temperatures finally sliding downwards, Allen and Adams faced off for the final run of the day. As both 
riders crossed the finish line, it was almost too close to call. The white light flashed in Allen’s lane, signifying the 
win, but it wasn’t until the results were in that things cleared up. Allen used his brilliant reaction time of 
0.070 seconds versus the somewhat sluggish reaction time posted by Adams to take the win on combined 
timing. With the victory, Allen sits alone atop the points chase for the National Series Championship. 
 
The CMDRA National Series resumes on August 3 and 4 at the Badland Nationals in Medicine Hat , Alberta. 

About Deeley Harley-Davidson® Canada 

Deeley Harley-Davidson® Canada is the exclusive Canadian distributor of Harley-Davidson® motorcycles, 
Genuine Motor Parts and Accessories, and MotorClothes® apparel, which are provided through a national 
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network of authorized Harley-Davidson® Retailers. Office and distribution warehouse facilities are located in 
Richmond, British Columbia, and Concord, Ontario.  
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Maria J Diaz – Media Relations and Social Media Specialist – (905) 482-4236; email: mariadiaz@deeley.com  

 


